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VALUE 
End user workshop 

„Linking climate data and impacts with end user needs to enable robust adaptation“ 
Bern, 1.12. – 2.12.2014 



•  The CC-Snow project 

•  Interface design in coupled component modelling 

•  Interface types 

•  Indicators as example 

•  Joint implementation and recursive modelling 

•  Integration in inter- and transdiciplinary modelling 

•  Dimensions of integration 

•  Task forces as space for integration 

•  The grand challenge: sustainability research 

•  Conclusion and outlook 

Overview 



How does climate change affect management 
and economy of skiing tourism, and 

– as a consequence – 
the regional tourism structure 

(in Austria)? 

CC-Snow: superordinated research question 
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Local scale 

Regional scale 

CC-Snow: coupling 



Future natural snow 
conditions and snowmaking 

hours 

Climate change signal 
Future artificial snow 
production, water and 
energy consumption 

Effects on regional winter 
tourism structure 

Joint development of 
management options / 
adaptation strategies 

Cost-benefit analysis of 
future artificial snow 

production 

CC-Snow: model components and I/O 



CC-Snow: 
model 
components 
and I/O 



•  System knowledge (genesis and potential developments) 

•  Target knowledge (where to go, values, change demand, 
inhabitants/politicians/NGOs) 

•  Transformation knowledge (what to do, measures/options to 
change the system, attitude → behaviour, consequences, social/
legal/cultural courses of action) 

 

ProClim 1997 

Types of knowledge at the science/society interface 



Integration through model coupling 



The three interface types can be characterized 
 
1.  Variables are process-oriented, analytical and disciplinary 
2.  Indicators are descriptive, application-oriented and more general 

transferable hybrids of system states and negotiated values 
3.  Thresholds are system-dependent, acteur-oriented warning 

signals or critical system states 

 
Indicators are key elements for measuring, explaining, visualizing, 
comparing and communicating results between the research 
groups, the stakeholders and the broader public. 

Features of the interface types 



How do technical snow 
production hours change 

(wet temperature)? 

How does the skiing season 
duration change 
(natural snow)? 

How does the skiing season 
duration change if current or 

potential future snow 
production techniques are 

applied? 

How does the cost-benefit 
analysis look like for technial  

snow production? 

Snow production 
hours 

Skiing season 
duration 

White winter 
landscape 

How does the number of 
days with attractive 
landscape change? 

How does the regional 
structure of winter tourism 

change? 

Indicators: examples 

Photos: www.planai.at 



Indicators: quantification 
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DESCRIPTION 

IPCC scenarios 

Global climate models 

Regional climate models 
(scenario realisation) 

Statistical downscaling 

Management options 
(snow scenario) 

DATA FLOW 

Feedback loop 1 

Feedback loop 2 

Feedback loop 3 

Joint implementation and recursive modelling 
 



Integration as a key to successful inter- and transdisciplinary 
research for socially and culturally robust knowledge production and 
adaptation. 

 

•  Process of integration: an underestimated aspect of the research 
process 

•  Lack of attention in research architectures (process design, time 
and financial resources) 

•  No resources for stepwise project design, recursivity, joint 
interface development, boards of integration 

•  Researchers are often not prepared for integrative research 
(training, experiences) 

•  Disregard of the integration work by reviewers of the funding 
agencies and journals, and the involved scientists themselves ... 

Integration in inter- and transdisciplinary research 



•  Communicative (level of terms, communicative practices to 
improve mutual understanding, the „joint language“) 

•  Cognitive (understanding of disciplinary concepts and methods, 
developing a joint theoretical basis) 

•  Social (clarification of interests and objectives, roles and 
responsibilities, team-building, leadership) 

 
Bergmann et al. (2012) 

Dimensions of integration 



•  Coupled component modelling is a method, the interfaces are at 
the same time tools and results 

•  The coupled model has a double role: it is the basis for and the 
aim of the integration process 

Inter- und transdisciplinary modelling 



 
•  Space for integration  

•  Representatives of the involved research teams, societal fields, 
end users 

•  Realizes communicative, social, cognitive integration 

•  Continuous cooperation throughout the entire course of the 
research process 

•  Definition and negotiation of roles and responsibilities 

•  Formulation of commitments and objectives 

•  Communication of the results to all involved scientists 

•  Prerequisites: willingness to learn, openness and disclosure 

The task force 



•  Mutual learning through communicative, cognitive und social 
integration 

•  Joint implementation: realization of disciplinary basic research, 
integrative research and development of options for action 

•  Recursive modelling: knowledge integration and continuous 
improvement of the model 

Inter- und transdisciplinary knowledge integration: 
a non-linear research process 

Photo: B. Abegg 



The ‚grand challenge‘ 



„The cooperative relationship existing between the scientific 
and technological community and the general public should 
be extended and deepened into a full partnership.“ […] 
 
„Existing multidisciplinary approaches will have to be 
strengthened and more interdisciplinary studies developed 
between the scientific and technological community and 
policy makers and with the general public to provide 
leadership and practical know-how to the concept of 
sustainable development. 
 
The public should be assisted in communicating their 
sentiments to the scientific and technological community 
concerning how science and technology might be better 
managed to affect their lives in a beneficial way.“ 
 
 

Agenda 21, Ch. 31.1 

1992 Rio de Janeiro: UN Conference 
‚Environment and Development‘ 



Conditions for inter- and transdisciplinary research  
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Societal level  
(macro level) 

Research level  
(meso level)  

Personal level  
(micro level) 

•  Foster discourse on changing roles, tasks and 
responsibilities of societal domains, in particular the 
role of science in society (e.g. MASIS Report 2009) 

•  Create institutional spaces and networks for cross-
sectorial research 

•  Provide funding schemes for joint research 

•  Provide personal conditions for integration 
•  Reflect self-concepts and concepts of the other 
•  Contribute with courage and openness: inter- and 

transdisciplinarity is constituted in 
complementarity. 

 
•  Acknowledge diversely generated knowledge and 

the plurality of perspectives 
•  Link knowledge production to decision making to 

create a transformative impact of the research  
•  Integrate empiric, pragmatic, normative and value-

oriented aspects 
•  Develop integration processes and interface design 
 



•  Discover and respect multiple perspectives 
•  Identify diversity as advantage 
•  Leave pre-assembled pathes 
•  Devolop joint understanding: a success model! 

Cultural diversity ... 

Photo: www.wikipedia.org 





Thank You for Your attention! 

Photo: A. Kellerer-Pirklbauer 


